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Subject Page 
Number

Subject Page 
Number

Reading 3 Geography 21

Art 4 German 23

Drama 5 History 29

Food 6 English 31

DT 12 Maths 34

PE 13 RE 38

Science 16 Music 40

Computer Science 20

Idea Explanation

Make some flash 
cards or PowerPoint
slides.  Make top 
trumps. 

Write down key words, quotation, 
questions or equations on one side of 
a card.  On the other side, write the 
definition or answer.  Use them to 
test yourself.

Make a poster. Turn your notes into posters with 
lots of colour and illustrations.  
Summarising the key information in a 
different way is an effective way of 
learning and your brain will remember 
the colours more easily.  Do the title 
last!

Draw spider diagrams, 
or for the adventurous
mind maps.

Write the topic/keyword in the 
centre of your page.  Add everything 
you know in subtopics.  Then explore 
each subtopic in turn adding more 
ideas.  Colour/pictures help you 
recall.

Write a song or a rap. Are there songs that stick your head.  
Change the lyrics to the information 
you want to learn.  If you record and 
listen back it will be a more fun way 
of revising.

Plan a lesson If you teach something to someone 
else the chance of recalling it is 
really high.  This has been found to 
be the most effective way of learning 
something for the long term.

Write a story or comic
strip. 

Take the keywords or facts that you 
need to learn and turn them into a 
story or a cartoon.  The sillier the 
story the more likely you are to 
remember it.

Write a quiz.  
Design a game.

Playing is how we learn as young 
children and it is a very powerful way 
of learning throughout life.  If we 
enjoy the game it helps us remember.

Just reading through your books or a knowledge organiser is not 
always an effective way to revise.  Instead, you should do something 
with the information.  Choose an example of the revision methods on 
the pages or see if you can come up with another method.

The knowledge is evolutionary not revolutionary.  Approximately half 
the knowledge is new and half helps you revise.  Many of the 
activities are changing.  We hope you enjoy them.



2. Can I hide 

a story or 

poem to be 

found?

4. Can I share 

my reading 

journey over 

the last

week?

. 13 Can I 

read in an 

unusual &

unexpected 

place?

. 7 Can I 

discover what 

books mean 

to someone 

else?

5. Can I learn 

about a book 

from 

someone’s 
past?

. 12 Can I 

recreate a 

scene/poem 

using various 

materials?

11. Can I 

design my 

own reading 

den?

9. Can I 

create a 

paper chain 

of poetry?

1. Can I read 

aloud to a 

friend or 

relative?

. 14 Can I set 

up a news 

desk & give a 

report?

3. Can I 

deliver a 

speech from 

a character or 

public figure?  

. 8 Can I…

. 10 Can I gain 

a ‘7-day

streak’ of 
reading?

6. Can I…

15. Can I 

recreate a 

favourite book 

or comic cover?

16. Can I find an 

online video of 

an illustrator 

drawing and 

draw along?

17. Can I make 

an A-Z of 

authors, book 

titles or favourite

characters?

18. Can I 

make my own 

mini book?

Sharing the Love of Reading: 11-16-year olds



Year 8- Summer 2
We have been looking at drawing and 
painting Eyes this term. 

This sheet shows the
Different stages of simple outline to 
detailed drawing. Try to practise this at 
home using your own eye or a parent.
Remember the secret is “looking really 
hard!”

We have also studied these two artists and 
how they painted their own eyes.

Agnes Cecile

Vincent Van Gogh





Reference intake 

Example exam questions:
Seasonal produce and air miles
What are the advantage of buying 
locally produced, seasonal produce? 
(6 marks) 
Explain the disadvantages of buying 
imported foods. (10 marks)
Explain the term ‘air miles’ (3 marks) 
Explain the term ‘seasonal produce’ 
(3 marks) 
How might a restaurant use the fact 
they only use 

Food packaging
Compare the two dishes and explain 
which dish is a healthier choice. Use 
the traffic light system to help you 
with your answer (6 marks).
Why is it important to include a 
vegetarian symbol on food packaging 
of vegetarian products? (2 marks)

You'll see reference intakes referred to on food labels. They show you the maximum 
amount of calories and nutrients you should eat in a day. Most packaging has a colour 
coded label on the front to help you make healthy choices. 

Reference in take amounts:
Kcal (calories) – 2000
Total Fat -70g
Saturated fat – 20g
Sugar – 90g
Salt – less that 6g

Reference intakes are not meant to be targets. They just give you a rough idea of how much energy you should 
be eating each day, and how much fat, sugar, salt and so on.
The percentages represent how much of your reference intake is in the product, e.g. the product has 3.0g of 
FAT in it, that is 4% of 70g of fat. 

Food Packaging 

Red means HIGH in that nutrient
Amber means MEDIUM in that nutrient
Green means LOW in that nutrient 

Giving farmers a 
fair price for 
their products.

Forest Stewardship 
Council – helping 
effectively manage 
forests.

Suitable 
for home 
freezing.

Eggs have been 
produced to the 
highest standards of 
food safety. 

Vegetarian 
approved – free 
from animal 
products.

This product can 
be recycled. 

A British organisation 
that promotes and 
regulates 
food quality.

Tidy man –
do not 
litter.

Food which abides by 
the Islamic law. The 
Islamic way of 
slaughtering is 
cutting the throat 
and draining the 
blood. 

An ethical food 
label – helping 
farm animals have 
a good life.

Food packaging
Food is packaged to protect 
the product during transport 
and whilst sitting on shelves.

Why is food labelling 
important?
Symbols on packaging show 
important information to 
customers.



Food Provenance

Grown Foods

Foods that are grown on giant farms, greenhouses, or giant 
poly-tunnels. Often the foods are sprayed with chemical 
pesticides and fertilisers to make identical shape and size 
foods. Many processes are done by machine to make these 
foods cheaper.

Poly tunnels Fields Green houses 

Foraging and gathered Foods

Foraging or gathering food from the wild is a way of getting 
fresh, good quality, local ingredients. Food gathered from the 
forests, countryside and hedgerows can provide a huge range 
of ingredients (for free!). 

Manufactured foods

Manufactured foods are foods that have undergone any 
process that has changed them from their natural state. This 
includes products that have many ingredients and several 
processing steps such as a pre-prepared meal

Reared Foods 

Animals raised for their use, often for food. Intensive 
farming produces cheap produce, but does not always 
provide the best welfare for the animals involved. Free 
Range is a kinder but more expensive method of farming 
animals. More space is needed for fewer animals 

Crisps
Sausage rolls Sandwiches 

Dairy cows                    Pigs for Pork Chicken      

Mushrooms                 berries                         apples



Chocolate orange cookiesIngredients

125g butter, softened

100g light brown soft sugar

125g caster sugar

1 egg, lightly beaten

225g self-raising flour

200g chocolate chips

1 orange 

Equipment

Weighing scales

Bowl

Spoon

Baking tray

jug

Skills

Weighing

Whisking

Shaping

Baking 

4. Split the mixture into 
12 even balls, 6 per tray. 
Bake for 10 minutes until 
golden on the edges and 
soft in the middle. 

1. Pre-heat the oven 
to 190C. Weigh out 
the butter and the 
sugar.

3. Mix the egg in a 
jug and add a little 
at a time to the 
butter mixture. 

3. Add the flour and 
chocolate chips and 
orange zest. Mix well.  

2. Cream the butter 
and sugar together. 

You can change this 
recipe to make:

-Chocolate orange 
cookies

-Cranberry and white 
chocolate cookies

-Peanut butter cookies 



Ingredients
1 pepper 
1 onion
1 garlic clove
½ can chopped toms
125g rice
250ml boiling water
1 vegetable stock cube 
1 chicken breast
Salt
Pepper
paprika

Equipment
Pan
Spoon
Knife
Chopping board
Jug
Kettle 

Skills 
Seasoning 
Frying 
Chopping 

Jambalaya

1. Chop the onion, 
pepper and garlic. Cut 
the chicken into cubes

2. Heat the oil, add the 
chicken, onion and 
garlic. Cook until the 
onions are soft and the 
chicken is white. 

3. Add the paprika 
and mix so its all 
coated.

4. Cut the pepper into 
chunks. 

5. Add the peppers 
and rice and stir.

6. Mix the stock cube 
with 250ml until it is 
dissolved.



7. Add all the stock and cook for around 10 
minutes.

8. Add half the can of 
tomatoes and stir 
until the water has 
soaked into the rice. 

9. Once the rice is 
cooked and the liquid 
has gone stir through 
the sweetcorn and 
cook for a couple of 
minute. 



Practical Assessment 3: 
Creamy chicken pie

Ingredients

1 onion

2 chicken breasts

Optional: 4 rashers of 
bacon

90g cream cheese

Stock cube

4 large potatoes 

Salt and pepper

Splash of milk

Tbsp butter

Optional vegetables 
(choose at least 1)

Mushrooms

Leek 

Sweetcorn

Equipment
Saucepan 
Masher 
Knife
Red chopping board
White chopping board
Frying pan
Wooden spoon
Pie dish 

Method

1. Fill a saucepan just over half way with water and put onto boil. Pre-
heat the oven to 180°C. 

2. Prepare your vegetables: dice the onion, slice your vegetables and cut 
your potatoes into chunks. Dice the chicken.

3. When the water has boiled, add your potatoes and cook for around 20 
minutes until soft.

4. Fry the onions and chicken for 10 minutes, until the onions are 
translucent and the  chicken white.

5. Add the vegetables and cook for another 3-5 minutes. (Leeks will 
take 5 minutes longer than mushrooms or sweetcorn).

6. Stir through the cream cheese, half the stock cube and season with  
and salt and pepper.



Year 8 Summer term Textiles – Making a textile product

Sewing a seam
Making a textile product

Design brief
Design a fabric monster that will be added to a CAM toy 

to keep a child entertained.

 

Pattern pieces

This half term you will be making a textile product from the design brief above.
What will you need to consider when designing and making for a child?
How will you know if your product is suitable?   

Designers need to think about who will use the product, when and how?

For this project you will learn how to make a simple fabric product to go onto the 
top of your frame.  You will use a paper pattern to draw around, tailors chalk to 
mark the lines, fabric scissors to cut the fabric and a sewing machine to 
permanently join your fabric.  Your fabric monster will be attached to your CAM 
frame to make a moving toy.

. 

Careers using this knowledge: Fashion designer, textile designer, tailor, pattern maker,  upholsterer,
material engineer.

Pattern pieces are usually made from paper and they are like stencils.  They allow us to cut out exactly the same 
shape every time.  They are pinned onto fabric and fabric scissors are used to around the paper pattern.  Sometimes
tailors chalk is used to draw around the pattern piece first then it is cut out
What is tailors chalk?  When and why did you use it?
Pattern pieces have symbols on them to tell us to do certain things.  Use this link to find out
what the symbols mean:  https://www.createandcraft.com/gb/sewing-pattern-symbols
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ioLMA3N230U – click on this link to see fabric being 
marked and cut using a paper pattern.

How to make your textile part (this is in your 
booklet too)

Step 1  Cut out your fabric using your paper pattern x2, one for the front and one for the back 
Step 2  Decorate the front and back pieces according to your design using the decorative skills you have 
learnt this year
Step 3  Cut out any additional pieces you need, for example for arms, legs, hair which will be added on, this 
may be made from felt.
Step 4   Pin fabric together, good sides facing, add any felt pieces inside and pin them
Step 5   Sew your pieces together on the sewing machine, checking you have selected the correct stitch
and it is threaded properly.  Leave a small hole.
Step 6   Check your seams are strong then turn your fabric the right way through the hole you have left.
Step 7  Stuff your textile product and attach to your follower by sewing and glue gun.

https://www.instructables.com/how-to-sew-a-seam/ How to produce a seam on the sewing machine

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27aXDI6z6eo sewing 2 pieces of fabric together

https://www.createandcraft.com/gb/sewing-pattern-symbols
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ioLMA3N230U
https://www.instructables.com/how-to-sew-a-seam/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=27aXDI6z6eo
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Fuels as Energy Resources 
Fuels store chemical potential energy. Many fuels are used a great deal by humans, including 
fossil fuels: 
•Oil – used to make petrol/diesel/aircraft fuel especially 
•Coal – burned in power stations to generate electricity 
•Natural gas – used as a fuel for heating homes and for cooking. 

These are all very useful fuels, but the problem is that they are non-renewable and when 
they are burned, carbon dioxide is produced. Carbon dioxide contributes to climate change 
because it is a greenhouse gas.

Other Energy Resources 
We don’t have to use fossil fuels for the uses given above. There are many other energy 
resources on Earth, including many renewable resources. E.g. 
•Sunlight, which we can use to generate electricity with solar cells 
•Wind, which can be used to generate electricity using wind turbines 
•The tides, which can be used to generate electricity 
•Waves in the sea, which can be used to generate electricity. 

Earths resources and climate 
change

Choosing energy resources

Many things should be considered to choose an 
energy resource: 
-The reliability of the energy resource 
-The usefulness of the energy resource 
-How long the resource lasts, and if it is 
renewable 
-The environmental impact of the energy resource. 
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Levels of 
CO2 and 

methane in 
the 

atmosphere 
are 

increasing.

Decreased land availability 
from sea level rise,
temperature rise damages 
delicate habitats, extreme 
weather events harm 
populations of plants and 
animals.

There is a 
global 

consensus 
about global 
warming and 

climate 
change based 
on systematic 

reviews of 
thousands of 
peer reviewed 
publications.

Carbon dioxide, 
water vapour 
and methane

Examples of greenhouse gases that 
maintain temperatures on Earth in 

order to support life

The greenhouse 
effect

Radiation from the Sun enters the 
Earth’s atmosphere and reflects off of 
the Earth. Some of this radiation is 
re-radiated back by the atmosphere 
to the Earth, warming up the global 

temperature.

The total 
amount of 

greenhouse gases 
emitted over the 
full life cycle of 
a product/event. 

This can be 
reduced by 
reducing 

emissions of 
carbon dioxide 
and methane.

Effects of climate change

Rising sea levels

Extreme weather events such as severe
storms

Change in amount and distribution of 
rainfall

Changes to distribution of wildlife species 
with some becoming extinct

Carbon 
dioxide

Human activities that 
increase carbon dioxide 
levels include burning 

fossil fuels and
deforestation.

Methane

Human activities that 
increase methane levels 
include raising livestock 

(for food) and using 
landfills (the decay of 
organic matter released 

methane).

Climate 
change

There is evidence to 
suggest that human 
activities will cause 

the Earth’s atmospheric 
temperature to increase 

and cause climate 
change.



POND LIFE (COMMUNITIES AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF SPECIES

Environment The conditions surrounding an organism; 
abiotic and biotic.

Habitat Place where organisms live e.g. woodland, 
lake.

Population Individuals of a species living in a habitat.

Community Populations of different species living in a 
habitat.

Non-living (ABIOTIC)  factors 
that affect a community

Living factors (BIOTIC) that 
affect a community

Living intensity.
Availability of food.

Temperature.

Moisture levels.

New predators arriving.Soil pH, mineral content.

Wind intensity and 
direction. New pathogens.

Carbon dioxide levels for a 
plant.

One species outcompeting so 
numbers are no longer 
sufficient to breed

Oxygen levels for aquatic 
organisms.

Plants Animals Extremophiles

Cactus in dry, 
hot desert

Polar bear in 
extreme cold 

artic

Deep sea vent 
bacteria

No leaves to 
reduce water 
loss, wide 

deep roots for 
absorbing 
water.

Hollow hairs
to trap layer 
of heat. Thick 
layer of fat 

for insulation.

Populations
form in thick 

layers to 
protect outer 
layers from 

extreme heat 
of vent.

Organisms adaptations 
enable them to survive 

in conditions where 
they normally live.

Competition

Plants in a community or habitat 
compete with each other for light, space, 
water and mineral ions.

Animals compete with each other for 
food, mates and territory.

Interdependence

Species depend on each other for food, 
shelter, pollination, seed dispersal etc. 
Removing a species can affect the whole 
community

In a stable community the 
numbers of predators and prey 

rise and fall in cycles.

Feeding relationships in a community

Producer Primary
consumer

Secondar
y

consumer

Tertiary 
consumer

All food chains begin 
with a producer e.g. 
grass that is usually 

a green plant or 
photosynthetic algae.

Consumers that kill 
and eat other 

animals are predators 
and those eaten are 

prey.



Pressure on surfaces
You may have been warned about swinging around on one leg of a chair. Apart from the risk that you will damage the chair or hurt
yourself, the chair leg can damage the floor. This is because it puts too much pressure on the floor.

Calculating pressure
To calculate pressure, you need to know two things:

the force or weight exerted
the surface area over which the force or weight is spread
Pressure is calculated using this equation:

pressure = force ÷ area
Example
A force of 20 N acts over an area of 4 m2. Calculate the pressure.

pressure = force ÷ area

= 20 N ÷ 4 m2 = 5 N/m2

Using pressure
If you walk through snow, you usually sink into it. This is because your shoes have a small surface area. Your weight is only spread 
out over a small area, so the pressure on the snow is high. However, you will not sink so far into the snow if you are on skis. This is 
because your weight is spread out over a greater surface area, so the pressure on the snow is low.

Metal drawing pins.
Drawing pins make good use of different pressures for the same force
Drawing pins have a large round end for your thumb to push. The round end has a large area, so it exerts a low pressure to your 
thumb. The sharp end has a very small area. The same pushing force produces a high pressure there, so it pushes into the notice 
board.

If you swing round on one leg of a chair, you put four times as much pressure on one point of the floor as you do if you sit properly. 
This is because four chair legs spread the pressure over four times more area than one chair leg can.



Simple levers and rotation
A simple lever could be a solid beam laid across a pivot. As effort is applied to rotate one end about the pivot. The opposite end is also rotated about the pivot in 
the same direction. This has the effect of rotating or lifting the load.
Levers, such as this one, make use of moments to act as a force multiplier. They allow a larger force to act upon the load than is supplied by the effort, so it is 
easier to move large or heavy objects.

The longer the lever, and the further the effort acts from the pivot, the greater the force on the load will be. It is easier to use a longer spanner when trying to 
turn a nut, and easiest to push furthest from the hinge when opening a door.
Example
.

The magnitude of a moment can be calculated using the equation:

moment of a force = force × distance

This is when:

moment (M) is measured in newton-metres (Nm)
force (F) is measured in newtons (N)
distance (d) is measured in metres (m)





Year 8 Local Fieldwork Project

- Norwich

Topics covered

✓ What is Norwich like?

✓ Natural/man-made features 

How is Norwich changing?

✓ Do geographical ideas and 

theories work in Norwich?

✓ What are data types?

✓ How can I collect data?

✓ How can I present data?

✓ What does my data tell 

me?

Key Terms Used in 

this Unit

❑ Primary data

❑ Secondary data

❑ Hypothesis

❑ Transect

❑ Sampling

❑ Bi-polar analysis

❑ Fieldsketch

❑ Pie chart

❑ Scattergraph

❑ Radar graph

❑ Correlation

❑ Proportional symbols

❑ Averages 

(mean/mode/median)

❑ Conclusion

❑ Judgement

❑ Reliability

❑ Limitations

❑ Evaluation

Skills

❑ To use GIS (digital mapping) to describe/ 

locate my local area

❑ To use mapping to investigate features

❑ To collect primary (my own) data on my local 

environment (could also be secondary data)

❑ To construct tables/graphs/sketches to record 

observations

❑ To write a detailed analysis of results

Key Ideas:

1. I can define my local area

2. I can describe different areas within Norwich

3. I can ask geographical questions about my local area

4. I can test ideas and theories about my local area

5. I can report on the findings of my local area investigation

Places and 

Environments

❖ Open Academy

❖ Heartsease

❖ Norwich

❖ Trowse

❖ Riverside

❖ Anglia Square

❖ Gentlemans

Walk

❖ ChapelfieldDesigned by KMU for Open Academy 2019



Norwich has seen many changes to its Land Use over time. 
Sometimes this was driven by transport changes, WW2, new
housing demand and retail changes.

Norwich is continuing to 
grow outwards over time. 
This means that the 
surrounding countryside is 
being lost to ‘urban’ land 
use.

The demand for housing is 
the main cause of recent 
changes along with the 
building of new main roads.

The NDR is now built. 
Currently there is on-going 
debate about the need to 
link up the A47 and the 
NDR to enable a ‘ring 
road’ type scenario.

Environmental groups and 
members of the public have 
voiced concerns over the 
route. 

Business leaders are in 
favour of moving ahead 
with the plans.

Do you think that the NDR – A47 link is a good idea?

Does Norwich need a restricted housing development 
‘green belt’ like Cambridge and London?

Pie graphs are good ways to show data but why are they so effective?

How would you introduce the location of Norwich?Are there any ideas that could be tested linked
to the previous images?

A ‘hypothesis’ is a type of question or idea that could be tested to be 
True or false.

A good fieldwork project always introduces the study area in detail.

Why do house prices keep rising?

Line graphs enable us to compare types of data. If the 
data is linked it will show a 
Diagonal trend line.

Can you think of 2 types of data that would be linked?

Once data has been analysed it is important to re-
visit the original hypothesis. Ideally you will have 
different types of data as evidence. You must then 
make summary statements and observations about 

what this told you.

Why is it important that you have good data?

Arguably the most important part of an investigation 
is the Evaluation. Here you can weigh up the 

successes and failures. In Geography admitting you 
made mistakes is a good thing, its also a chance to 
say how you could improve the project if done again.

What have you learned about your project?



Here is the vocabulary you will need for Stimmt 2, Module 3.

Remember to listen to the German by clicking on the Soundfile links on the electronic version of 
this KO.

In this Module you will learn how to:

• talk about typical breakfasts

• discuss typical German food

• understand and use recipes

• talk about healthy lifestyles

• understand and respond to longer texts

• describe and compare dinner parties

German

Module 3: Bleib gesund! (Keeping healthy!)

www.textivate.com
Username: openacademy
Password: surname800
Go to 'my resources' to find your work.

Soundfile

http://www.textivate.com/
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255978/current/stimmt2_k3_voc01.mp3


German

Soundfile

Soundfile

Soundfile

Soundfile
Soundfile

https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255979/current/stimmt2_k3_voc02.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255981/current/stimmt2_k3_voc04.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255982/current/stimmt2_k3_voc05.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255980/current/stimmt2_k3_voc03.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255983/current/stimmt2_k3_voc06.mp3


German

Read the Strategy 
Box for ideas about 
‘false friends’.

Soundfile

Soundfile

Soundfile

Soundfile

https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255985/current/stimmt2_k3_voc08.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255984/current/stimmt2_k3_voc07.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255987/current/stimmt2_k3_voc10.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002559/r00255986/current/stimmt2_k3_voc09.mp3


Here is the vocabulary you will need for Stimmt 2, Module 4.

Remember, you can hear the German pronunciation by clicking on the Soundfile links on the 
electronic version of this KO.

In this Module you will learn how to:

• talk about typical breakfasts

• discuss typical German food

• understand and use recipes

• talk about healthy lifestyles

• understand and respond to longer texts

• describe and compare dinner parties

German

Module 4: Klassenreisen machen Spaß! (School

trips are fun!)

www.textivate.com
Username: openacademy
Password: surname800
Go to 'my resources' to find your work.

Soundfile

http://www.textivate.com/
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002560/r00256070/current/stimmt2_k4_voc01.mp3


German

Soundfile

Soundfile
Soundfile

https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002560/r00256071/current/stimmt2_k4_voc02.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002560/r00256072/current/stimmt2_k4_voc03.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002560/r00256073/current/stimmt2_k4_voc04.mp3


German

Read the Strategy 
Box to improve your 
accent.

Soundfile

Soundfile

https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002560/r00256074/current/stimmt2_k4_voc05.mp3
https://activeteach-prod.resource.pearson-intl.com/r00/r0025/r002560/r00256075/current/stimmt2_k4_voc06.mp3
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Bar Charts

Questionnaires

Pictograms



A job that relies on the Data Handling Cycle: Statistician

A statistician gathers numerical data and then displays it, helping companies to make sense of quantitative 
data and to spot trends and make predictions.

They work in a range of sectors, including:
Education ,The Environment, Finance, Forensics, Government, Market Research, Sport and Transportation.

Statisticians design and manage experiments and surveys and deal with the initial collection of data. They 
process and analyse the data in context, looking for patterns to help make decisions. They then advise on 
findings and recommend strategy.

Statisticians often work in teams, usually including professionals from other disciplines. Strong analytical and 
IT skills are essential, as are interpersonal and communication skills in order to share findings with your 
colleagues and clients.
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A job that relies on geometry: Retail Management

Management in shops need to analyse different pieces of data 
so they can optimise profits. Averages they analyse include:
• Stock Sales (How much of each item is sold)
• Employee Performance
• Patterns in peak times and seasons
• Averages profit per item
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